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Signature



CLOUD SOLUTION

Trusted Electronic Signature 
Change you can trust

Brand experience Protection against fraud Facilitates remote work
Use your colors and logo  
in the interface and emails.

Leading technology that  
ensures long-term reliability.

Manage your projects  
from anywhere, anytime.

Significant savings Easy set-up Efficient ecosystem
Save on printing  
costs and work hours.

Launch quickly in 
your web browser.

Create an integrated  
environment with secure APIs.

Employees and suppliers can sign documents from anywhere!  
It’s quick and easy with ConsignO Cloud

Efficiency: Everything you need to move away from paper documents

Monitor project  
status in real time

Have multiple people 
sign in a specific order

Send a final document 
to an internal or 
external resource

Only 5 minutes! Official documents signed using  
an electronic signature on any device

Signer signs with  
their smartphone.

9 : 33
Monday

Create the document  
and send it to be signed.

9 : 30
Monday

Automatically receive  
the signed document.

9 : 35
Monday

100 % Canadian PIPEDA-COMPLIANT



1   Create 2   Send

3   Sign4   Manage

By default, trusted electronic signatures require 
two-factor authentication for added security. 
(Example: Email + SMS).

Signature project cycle in ConsignO Cloud

« ConsignO Cloud’s level of legal reliability brings us peace of mind.  
Once a document is signed, we know for sure that we have the original  
in our hands and that we won’t get any unpleasant surprises.

Maxime Dupuis, Assistant to the City Clerk, City of Bromont

»

https://www.notarius.com/en/library/smart-cities-the-city-of-bromont-locks-in-growth-with-notarius-solutions


With Notarius’ solutions. the signer’s proof of identity is 
integrated into the document, and the documents are 
protected against counterfeiting and alterations.

 Policies

 Agreements

 Medical documents

 Hiring contracts

 Leases

 Purchase orders

 Invoices

 Claims

Ensure you're compliant in record time
Meeting your legal requirements is quick and easy with ConsignO Cloud.  
Take advantage of the best legal reliability mechanisms.

 Standalone, digitally signed audit log  
 containing all the necessary proof for  
 all participants.

 Documents protected by the platform’s  
 digital signature to ensure their integrity  
 as soon as the project is created.

 Conforms to PAdES-LTV standards  
 and certified time stamp included.

 Two-factor authentication for  
 added reliability.

 Documents converted to PDF/A  
 (archive format) by default.

Notarius is the 
official supplier 
for more than 
50 professional 
associations.

Signatures that comply 
with every role and 
responsibility

Trusted Electronic 
Signature (2 factor 

authentication)

CertifiO digital 
signature affiliated 
with an employer*

CertifiO digital 
signature affiliated 
with an association*

Management

Employees

Affiliated Professionals

Suppliers

Clients

* The CertifiO digital signature is a certified digital identity that confirms an individual’s civic identity and professional  
 affiliation. It is not included with ConsignO Cloud.

Be protected in the 
event of a dispute

Available free to  
all your signers.



IT: ConsignO Cloud, a trusted SaaS solution

Data is encrypted  
in transit (SSL/TLS)

Compatible with with 
authentication protocol 

(SAML 2.0)

High-availability 
architecture

Regular  
platform updates

Certified  
timestamping

Automatic  
data encryption

No 
installation 

required!

Integration: APIs to make your users’ lives easier
Deliver a seamless, unified experience by integrating ConsignO Cloud’s  
signing capabilities into your platforms.

Request a free access to our 
integration environment

CLMCMS

DMS

GIS CRM



Get personalized support
Our dedicated team and training tools will provide 
you with the support you need for all of your projects. 
Questions? An experience member of our team will 
help you by phone, email or chat.

Phone Support Centre

ChatWebinars

Written guidesVideos

Personalized support

94%
customer service 

satisfaction rating

ConsignO Cloud: Everything you need

ConsignO Cloud ensure the security and the reliability of your documents.  
Our strong processes enable this assurance. 

Long-term reliability for signed documents

Standalone and protected audit log

Two-factor signatures at no additional cost

Compatible with CertifiO digital signatures with a certified identity

Automatic reminders, shared address books and advanced features

Personalized brand

Bilingual customer service

Personalized support from real people

Free training tools

Affordable and flexible APIs

« It’ so easy to use. (...) The ConsignO 
Cloud tutorial only takes 5 minutes  
to complete, and it shows you 95%  
of everything you need to do.  
I didn’t expect that it would  
be so widely accepted.

Andrew Zanier,  
Deputy Clerk, Huntsville, Ontario

»

https://www.notarius.com/en/library/an-ontario-town-fosters-economic-growth-with-consigno-cloud


Subscriptions at a glance
Individual Business 2 Business 5 Business 20 Entreprise

Projects per year 60 400 Unlimited Unlimited Volume 
pricing

Users 1 2 5 20 Unlimited

Max. documents per project 1 4 8 25 25

Personalized brand - -

Automated notifications

Unlimited 2-factor signatures

Unlimited template creation

Compatible with all CertifiO products

Batch sending - -

66%
reduction in lost  

documents1

85%
increase in  

productivity2

86%
savings on  

document costs3

Accumulate savings, not delays
For thousands of organizations, it has become clear that adopting trusted electronic 
signatures is now essential for greener, more efficient workflows, as well as more savings.

1. Lunarpen 
2. Forrester 
3. Electronic Signature & Records Association

« The digital solutions that we have adopted, like the Notarius digital 
signature, have increased our performance and, most importantly, 
the services we provide to citizens.

Marc-André Russell, City of Laval Legal Affairs Department

»

Need help? Let’s schedule a time to talk.

https://www.notarius.com/en/library/how-the-city-of-lavals-legal-affairs-department-digitized-its-practices
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